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Confidentiality Agreement

 » The reader acknowledges that the information provided 
by ReFuel Solutions in this business plan is confidential; 
therefore, the reader agrees not todisclose it without 
the express written permission of ReFuel Solutions. 
It is acknowledged by the reader that information to be 
furnished in this business plan is in all respects confidential 

in nature, other than information which is in the public domain 
through other means and that any disclosure or use of same by the 
reader may cause serious harm or damage to ReFuel Solutions. 
Upon request, this document is to be immediately returned to 
ReFuel Solutions.

"Those who fall in love with practice without 
science are like a sailor who enters a ship without 

a helm or a compass, and who never can be 
certain whither he is going.”

Leonardo Da Vinci
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Commitment, work and study.
No shortcuts.

Circular 
Economy

An increasingly widespread 

concept that for ReFuel So-

lutions is a key factor for en-

vironmental sustainability. 

Biodiesel allows the creation of 

extremely fruitful local circular 

economies.

New life for 
existing vehicles

To dispose of used vehicles 

and to produce new ones is 

considered trivial or ignored. 

We believe, however, that it is 

essential to minimize the envi-

ronmental impact arising from 

these operations.

Step by step

Graduality is a key factor 

for the energy transition to 

be reliable and effective. 

To invest everything in a single 

technology and accelerate its 

development, is a risk of mis-

sing the target.

At ReFuel Solutions, we firmly believe in a better fu-

ture for the transport sector, which is challenging yet 

crucial. As many solutions are brought to the table, 

ReFuel does not believe that there is only one way, all tech-

nologies have their sector in which they are the best choice. 

However, many technologies are not currently scalable, requi-

ring huge monetary and temporal investments for develop-

ment. This is why we intend to innovate with what is already wi-

dely present and known, but not yet fully exploited. An example 

is biofuels. We intend to enter sustainable mobility by solving 

the problems related to the use of biodiesel in diesel engines. 

The use of biodiesel is a quick and economical way to re-

duce polluting emissions in cities and reduce the CO2 

balance for the good of the environment and people. 

Teamwork
The team is not made up of simple co-workers but 

of people who listen, help and support each other. 

Unity is a strength in ReFuel Solutions.

Integrità
It is not wealth that motivates us, but the ambition 

to create something valuable, making a difference. 

Passion is our engine.

Quality
Our compass is science. We will only offer products tes-

ted, safe and effective in their function to protect our cus-

tomers' total satisfaction and security.

Welcome
Our team

From students to startuppers

ReFuel Solutions was born in the spring of 2019 from 

six students' desire to get involved with their ideas. 

It started as a university project, and here we are, ab-

out become a company and with the six students be-

coming colleagues, each of them an expert in his field. 

We are convinced of our ideas, all based on study, so-

lid scientific foundations and genuine engagement. 

Not even the Covid-19 pandemic was able to stop us as it 

did with many startups. We continued to work and study 

hard to make our dream come true: make our ideas an in-

novative company that can make a difference in the auto-

motive sector.

Marco Di Mola
Chief Financial Officer

Vehicle Engineer

Gabriele Rebecchi
Chief Research Officer

Electronic Engineer

Rexhina Saraci
Chief Information Officer

Computer Engineer
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ReFuel Solutions technology is BiodieselKit, an after-

market product that can be installed at any time on 

the vehicle, even years after its production. The kit is 

composed of several components that enable the usa-

ge of biodiesel in high percentages in diesel engines. 

 

The product was created to provide each user with the 

best solution for the specific case. Each vehicle has a field 

of application and its operating conditions that requires 

providing a versatile and customizable solution. The tech-

nology is modular and based on an integration system 

(add-ons) to have an easy installation and perfect compa-

tibility with the vehicle and between the ReFuel Solutions 

products themselves. Some of these products are prelimi-

The solution
Our product 

ReFilter Power

Aftertreatment filter

for  the lalcking vehicles 

ReHybrid Upgrade 
Kit for energy efficiency 

UNDER DEVELOPMENT

ReGeneration Hydrogen

Kit for energy efficiency 

UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Heating-source Device

For the coldest cilmates

UNDER DEVELOPMENT

BiodieselKit

€ 15.000
BiodieselKit System

• Advice and support to purchase 

• Installation at an authorized workshop

• Authorization for circulation

• One year warranty, extendable

ReFilter Power (add-on)

€ 5.000
Particulate filter and Ad-Blue SCR system

• Installation at any time

• Emissions certification

• Free checkup for one year

• One year warranty, extendable

nary for operating the basic 

technology on certain vehic-

les, others are dedicated to ener-

gy efficiency and are currently under 

development.

Contest
Diesel is the most widely used fuel in the world for freight 

transport and, in Europe, also in private mobility. Diesel 

engines are way more efficient than the others and this 

turns into lower consumption and economic savings. 

However, diesel emits pollutants that are harmful to health, 

such as particulate matter. For this reason, more and more 

cities impose constraints on the circulation of these vehicles. 

The EU intends an ecological answer: the RED directives 

demand the use of biodiesel mixed with diesel to reduce 

pollution.

Problem
The engines of the vehicle fleet currently in circulation do 

not support a percentage of biodiesel greater than 10%. 

Once this percentage is exceeded, vehicles encounter 

reliability problems and the warranty is therefore invali-

dated. Today's vehicles are inadequate to follow the Euro-

pean ecological wave and are being banned, which is why 

they can no longer circulate. The only answer given is now 

the replacement of perfectly performing vehicles, even if 

it is polluting and anti-economic.

Il business
Idea

Solution
ReFuel Solutions introduces BiodieselKit, a patented tech-

nology that enables to increase the percentage of biodie-

sel up to 100% and to fully satisfy the European directives. 

BiodieselKit is designed to be compatible with any diesel 

engine and is standardized according to the type and size 

of the vehicle to allow the possibility of a rapid and econo-

mical performance. With our product, diesel vehicles will 

be green until their end of life.
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Value proposition - ReFuel for the production chain

PM emissions

-60%

CO2 emissions

-80%

Ecology
ReFuel Solutions chooses biodiesel as the first sector of 

work for this fuel's enormous ecological potential, one of 

the least exploited.

A clean fuel

Biodiesel is obtained from agricultural products and mana-

ges to reduce the overall balance of CO2 emitted. Plants ab-

sorb CO2 to grow, purifying the air and promoting the local 

economy.

From any source 

Any vegetable or animal fat can be effectively transformed 

into biodiesel: even algae can produce the fuel's raw mate-

rial. The solution is optimal for countries that do not have ex-

tensive agricultural land.

Zero waste

Among the suitable raw materials, there is also the oil used 

to fry french fries. This source guarantees the most significant 

environmental benefits: waste is eliminated, and cities' air 

quality improves considerably.

Production in Italy
Among the first in Europe, our country produces biodiesel 

in a quantity that is abundantly sufficient to satisfy our fore-

cast for converting the fleet.

2M

20%

Tons per year

Usate per la miscela con gasolio per 

autotrazione, ma anche nel settore 

energetico ed esportate.

Annual growth rate

An increase in production is possible 

because the Italian plants are not wor-

king at their maximum potential.

Supply chain traceability Incentives to the citizen Zero impact collection Green certification

   Agro-food
Biodiesel, because originating 

from plants, is an excellent met-

hod of "trapping" CO2 and 

is awarded green credits. 

However, biodiesel crops 

must not replace food 

crops (IULC directive). 

This is why we believe in 

sustainable local cultivation 

based on periodic crop rota-

tion.

             Exhausted oil
The used oil is already collected and 

treated to purify it from food residues. CONOE, a na-

tional consortium, coordinates this resource, esti-

mating an annual per capita production of 2-3 liters. 

Using this oil for the production of Biodiesel and using it lo-

cally would be a turning point for sustainable mobility.

  Oil collection
L’olio esausto è già raccolto e trattato per purificarlo dai resi-

dui di cibo. Il CONOE, consorzio nazionale, coordina questa 

risorsa, stimando una produzione annua pro capite di 2-3 litri. 

Utilizzare quest’olio per la produzione di Biodiesel e utilizzar-

lo localmente sarebbe una svolta per la mobilità sostenibile.

 Biorefineries           s
It is not a problem for these compa-

nies to increase production while 

intercepting the raw material 

coming from the domestic 

collection of used oil for food 

use. Our work will allow an 

increase in the market for 

this biofuel, reducing its 

price and pushing invest-

ments in the sector, which is 

already clearly and constantly 

growing.

Trasport           s     
Finally, vehicles powered by Biodiesel clo-

se the circle by drastically reducing the CO2 and par-

ticulate matter emitted. If Biodiesel is made from 

UCO, water and soil contamination are also reduced. 

Vehicles powered by Biodiesel pollute much less and are 

able to drive around cities.

 ReFuel Solutions           s
We allow the circle to close thanks to our technology. In fact, 

before BiodieselKit, the percentages of Biodiesel allowed 

were lower than 10%. In addition to modifying the vehicles, 

our prerogative will be entering the supply chain with 

products and services designed to accelerate their growth 

and development.

Biodiesel
The production chain 
BiodieselKit is a selfstanding product since Biodiesel is already present. However, our vision requires us to study 

the circular economy of waste oil, the most sustainable raw material for biodiesel production. Significant opportu-

nities arise from this supply chain for our partners and us.

Biodiesel
Numbers
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Age of LTP fleet

Source: ACI Autoritratto 2019

EURO environmental class of LTP

Source: ACI Autoritratto 2019

 » EURO 0

 » EURO 1 

 » EURO 2

 » EURO 3

 » EURO 4

 » EURO 5

 » EURO 6

 » N/A

Target market - LTP
Although in the minority among heavy vehicles, buses are 

strategic as the first vehicles to operate on:

 » Subjected to anti-pollution restrictions in cities 

 » Grouped into large fleets

 » Highest average age among heavy vehicles

 » LPTs are significant partners for the development of the 

supply chain

 » A stage for showing the benefits of the technology

Operating cost 2.2 €/km 2.6 €/km 3.4 €/km 2.9 €/km 3.2 €/km 2.5 €/km

Avoids replacement

Technologies Biodiesel Electric 

(wired)

Methane

Comparison of competing technologies in the transport market

Low cost

Circular economy

Present infrastructure

Eco sustainability

Electric

(battery)

Hydrogen Diesel

EURO6

Competitive edge
The main advantage offered by conversion with Biodie-

selKit is expressed in terms of time. The installation of the 

kit, in addition to not demanding the presence of a large 

battery, which causes a reduction in the payload, requires 

a much shorter time. We're talking about a few hours of 

installation compared to the creation of the infrastructure 

necessary for an electric vehicle fleet (charging stations 

and high-power connections). The BiodieselKit ensures 

benefits even compared to the conversion to methane. 

The latter in fact, while emitting less pollutants than diesel, 

maintains the fossil origin of oil and requires a pressurized 

tank exposed to risks.

Total 2019

100.149

Go-to-market
Market analysis

Segmentation
The fleet of heavy vehicles is classified into the following 

classes, which do not designate vehicles that are comple-

tely different in terms of mechanical characteristics but rat-

her concerning their duties. In special vehicles, for example, 

are included waste vehicles, ambulances, and vehicles with 

very specific tasks.

Our market
Although the transportation fleet is mostly made up of 

cars, heavy vehicles are more polluting, more expen-

sive, and longer-lasting. They are more suitable for re-

trofitting as their replacement is extremely expensive. 

This is why they are our target market. S Easy and economical upgrade with BiodieselKit

W Incentives drive substitution

O Re-circulation of banned vehicles 

T Safety certifications with rigorous tests

S Logistics companies have large fleets

W Availability of biodiesel not yet extensive

O Savings on renewable fuel

T Vehicles with many kilometers behind

Buses

Means of transporting people, often operating in cities 

with traffic restrictions.

Tractor units

They have to be 100% reliable to guarantee safety 

and reliability, especially if operating on long routes. 

S Lowest TCO of all alternatives

W Several non-standard models

O Image return for the company

T Engine compartment of difficult to access

S Versatile and modular ReFuel technology

W Tailor-made modifications required

O BiodieselKit, only solution to make them green

T Ad hoc regulations

Trucks (from 1.7t)

The most significant number and they include only freight 

vehicles.

Special vehicles

They completely fit into our target market and are used in 

a wide variety of applications.

21 M 1 M

Consistency of the Italian fleet

991+10180

Source: ACI Autoritratto 2019

Categories of the Italian heavy vehicle fleet 

Source: ACI Autoritratto 2019

 » Trucks  41%

 » Tractor units 11%

 » Special vehicles                   42%

 » Buses    6%

Average age of the fleet

Cars                                                11,5 anni

Heavy vehicles        13,6 anni

Source: ACI Autoritratto 2019
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Digital influence on the purchase of vehicle 
components 
Before making a purchase, even in a retail store, more 

than half of shoppers visit the website.

93%

82%

of customers research online before 

purchasing

of customers base their decision on 

the brand's online presence

 » Necessary for the completion of the development, the placing on the market of

the product and its marketing in Italy. 

 » It ensures the possibility of entering the phase of steep growth of the company

and achieve the set objectives.

 » It enables the company to grow up to the fifth year, without the need for further

investments and dilutions.

 » In the fifth year of business, a turnover of  over 90 million euros is recorded, with

potential growth given the reference market's size. 

 » The growth ensures the economic availability to carry out a scale-up that opens

up new products and reference markets.

Investment required

€ 2.000.000
Consequent production

€ 180.000.000

+41
Employees

+12.000
Annual sales

+1000%
TAM opening up to UE

38M€
Profits at 5th year

The company 
in 5 years

Digital marketing

• website with heavy vehicle fleets configurator;

• information content for awareness;

• digital content for customer bonding;

• social selling to a target profiled on social media.

Offline marketing

• go-to-market targeted for coverage on TV and press;

• printed content for the target;

• attendance of sector events;

• link building.

           Eco-benchmarking
The data collected by BiodieselKit users, necessary for 

technological development, will also be analyzed to eva-

luate each company's environmental footprint. We will 

draw up ecological rankings to highlight conscious mo-

bility and build customer loyalty. There are already com-

panies  that evaluate environmental sustainability on the 

market and that are helping to reduce pollution with self-

verification protocols.

           Awareness raising 
ReFuel Solutions, in collaboration with volunteer teachers, 

has developed teaching units on the collection of oils for 

all levels of education.

         Growth hacking
Data analysis, digital marketing, and product develop-

ment come together in an innovative technique of re-

searching the best sales and communication strategy, 

and targeting to optimize the funnel and increase sales. 

Source: Hedges & Company Research

Income statement Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Notes

Production value 797.900,00 € 19.586.984,00 € 133.288.960,00 € 201.995.466,00 € 318.050.996,00 €

Cost structure

Raw material costs  (93.775,00) €  (2.675.175,00) €  (20.254.125,00) €  (30.734.490,00)  (48.062.615,00) € Components and pacakging

Services costs  (54.776,90) €  (307.456,82) €  (1.720.178,56) €  (3.201.950,13) €  (4.998.560,96) € IT, legal e accounting

R&D  (800.000,00)  (450.000,00) €  (930.000,00) €  (1.770.000,00) €  (3.610.000,00) € Engineering, test, homol.

Leased assets of third parties  (30.000,00) €  (53.850,00) €  (44.000,00) €  (85.000,00) €  (260.000,00) € Office and plant lease

Other operating costs  (72.532,50) €  (62.700,00) €  (188.200,00) €  (265.800,00) €  (326.000,00) € Utilities, refunds, stationery

Staff  (101.607,26) €  (196.286,76) €  (344.079,14) €  (862.891,99) €  (1.231.603,20) €

EBITDA  (659.531,58) € 15.210.180,22 € 108.476.959,37 € 163.949.819,19 € 257.850.239,54 €

Depreciation, impairment l.  (8.250,00) €  (15.250,00) €  (103.250,00) €  (103.250,00) €  (98.250,00) €

EBIT  (673.881,58) € 15.021.330,22 € 107.066.459,37 € 162.019.119,19 € 255.918.089,54 €

Finance charges  (1.068,75) €  (3.384,38) €  (26.706,70) €  (21.826,34) €  (19.044,11) €

Net income before tax  (674.950,33) € 15.017.945,85 € 107.039.752,67 € 161.997.292,85 € 255.899.045,44 €

Taxes  (96.274,90) €  (4.505.383,75)  (32.111.925,80) €  (48.599.187,86) €  (76.769.713,63) € Tax rate: Y1 10%, from Y2 30%

Net result  (771.225,23) € 10.512.562,09 € 74.927.826,87 € 113.398.105,00 € 179.129.331,81 €

Strategy
Financials

Strategy
Marketing plan
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Real-time data
Real time data analysis with 

optimization algorithms

Customization
Study and production of ad hoc 

BiodieselKit for specific needs

OnBoard screen
To continuously provide the user with 

view of good performance 

Circular product
Restoration of the main components 

to be put back into the chain

Add-ons integration
Developing the implementation 

technologies of future modules

Market expansion
Design of kits for nautical and 

aeronautical applications

Stesse rotte,
vista nuova

The next BiodieselKit

Flow with the sea

BiodieselKit takes a dip in the blue and reaches 

the diesel engines of ships. The naval sector re-

mains one of the most important in the world for 

freight transport and one of the most impactful 

on the environment.

An endless field

The immense extent of the sea and its bio-

diversity are among the most essential 

fortunes that our planet holds, unfortuna-

tely often not valued or even damaged. 

And directly from the sea, with its several types 

of algae, the new frontier of biodiesel, produced 

from marine vegetable oils, is ready to propel 

ships all over the world.

Same directions, new horizons

The replacement of these enormous means of 

transport is undoubtedly slow and, to be sus-

tained, requires substantial economic and eco-

logical costs.Thousands of ships sail the seas 

around the world every day, leaving behind im-

mense amounts of particulate matter and CO2 

in the atmosphere.

A glimpse of the future
Research & Development

Milestones & Roadmap
Operating plan

Q1 ReFuel Solutions @Unimore TACC is born

Q2 1st prototype in the university laboratory

Q3 Building the bussiness idea @UnimoreTACC

Q4 Mobility Award 2019 - Emilia Romagna

2019

Q1 2° prototype on Audi car

Q2 Development of the entire supply chain

Q3 1° Prize @Startup Idea Competion - SP Graz

Q4 Patent filing of BiodieselKit 

2020

Q1 Network development for the pilot project

Q2 Establishment of ReFuel Solutions s.r.l.

Q3 Car prototype optimization

Q4 Bench and road test of BiodieselKit

2021

Q1 Start of homologation scheme for Biodiesel Kit

Q2 Conversion of the pilot fleet

Q3 Product optimization after test flight

Q4 Go-to-market

2022

Q1 Development of ReHybrid e ReGeneration 

Q2 Study of small biorefineries for companies

Q3 Marketing of BiodieselKit in the UE

Q4 Developing BiodieselKit Naval and Off-road

2023

Q1 Pilot project of biorefineries for companies

Q2 Marketing of add-ons (Hybrid and H2)

Q3 Development BiodieselKit Car

Q4 Marketing of BiodieselKit Naval

2024

Pilot project
We will install the latest technology on one or more heavy 

vehicles with the adjoining development of the oil collec-

tion chain to ensure sustainable biofuel production. The 

main purpose of this phase is to obtain the final validation of 

the technology and of the supply chain project connected 

to it. Also, this will lay the foundations for the first orders of 

BiodieselKit, which will be provided at a discounted price to 

our project partners to thank them for their precious sup-

port.

BiodieselKit bench test
BiodieselKit will undergo a severe laboratory test operation. 

An engine with BiodieselKit is bench tested with different 

percentages of biodiesel and in other operating conditions 

to verify the reduction of pollutants and the reliability of 

the kit on the entire operating map. The data collected will 

allow the optimization and formulation of the control algo-

rithms necessary to ensure the highest security.
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